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1.1

INTRODUCTION
About the company

Airbnb is a service provider of lodging, acting as the broker between hosts and guests.
The industry the company operates in is the hospitality industry
More specifically, the bed and breakfast industry, which is described as short-term accommodation in the private residence
of the host. (IBISWorld, 2020)
With a value of $25.5 million, the company has become as valuable as hotel giants Hilton and Marriot
The company is considered a disruptive innovator within the hospitality industry, changing the way people travel.

(Airbnb, 2020)
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BRAND-PRODUCT MATRIX
(Kotler & Keller, 2012)
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BRAND EXTENSIONS
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1.2

COMPETITORS
It is important to consider both
direct and indirect competitors of
Airbnb
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1.3

5 SEGMENTS OF AIR BNB TOURISTS
(Gluttentag et al, 2018)
Money Savers
Attracted to the brand due to its low cost
offerings. Tend to be younger and without
children. More likely to use room sharing
option..

Pragmatic Novelty Seekers
Here for a unique, unpredictable,
memorable experience that they could tell
family and friends about. Likes homely
benefits and prefer to have the full house.
Somewhat young, but less likely to be
backpackers.

Collaborative Consumers
Attracted to the idea of their money going to
locals, believing that AirBnB is environmentally
friendly. International travellers and older,
likely to be backpackers and choose shared
rooms. Likely to have experience as an Airbnb
host.

Money
Savers
19%

Pragmatic
Novelty
Seekers
22%

Interactive
Novelty
Seekers
17%

Segments
Home
seekers
23%
Collaborative
Consumers
19%

Interactive Novelty Seekers
Strongly motivated by the novelty and
uniqueness as well as interaction
motivations
with hosts and locals.
Backpackers, sharing rooms, short
length of stay.

Home Seekers
Enjoy the large space, access to household
amenities and the homely feel. Older, more
educated, rented the entire home and stayed
for longer periods. More likely to have
children.
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TARGET AUDIENCE- HOSTS

Middle Class
Families
(Air BnB, 2015)

The overwhelming
majority of hosts
are middle class
families who share
the home in which
they live.

Owners of unique

Business Owners

listings
(Gluttentag et al,

(Air BnB, 2019)
Have a variety of
properties for use on
both AirBnB as well as
its competitors. This
is a full time job for
them

2018)
The majority of
tourists are seeking a
unique and novelty
factor. This includes
targeting of hosts for
AirBnb Luxe.

Those who love to
entertain and meet
new people

(Gluttentag et al, 2018)
Both hosts and guests
alike enjoy the
opportunities to meet
new people through
AirBnB.

Apartment Owners
(Air BnB, 2015)
They are able to rent out the
full property, also often allow
for longer stay periods. This
target market are often
landlords who would prefer
short term renters.
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TARGET AUDIENCE: GUESTS

Backpackers

Students

Professionals

Often use private,
shared rooms for
short term stays
(Gluttentag et al,
2018)

Offers affordable
accommodation for
cheaper travel, in
groups or as an
individual.

Used for spaces
that spark
creativity, team
building,
corporate travel
(AirBnB, 2020)

Families

Families get more space for less
money by vacationing on
Airbnb. By booking Airbnb
listings instead of traditional
hotels, families could save an
average of $131 per day on
accommodations (AirBnB, 2016)

Couples

A variety of
romantic listings
are available for
couples, with
added features
such as hot tubs
(AirBnB, 2019 )
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POINTS OF PARITY
Reviews
While board review systems are not available directly on all hotel
websites, third-party platforms such as Yelp or Expedia provide
the same service.
Prices Fluctuate
Like in hotels, rooms raise to a premium price on weekends and
during holidays depending on demand. Also, properties are more
expensive in higher-demand areas such as major cities.
Supplier Power
In both competitors and AirBnB services, suppliers have limited
power, because their rooms otherwise would go unoccupied if not
filled.
Filters and Choice
AirBnB, Hotel and Hostel platforms all allow users to use filters in
search (length of trip, total people count, budget, amentities, etc),
and provide the most relevant results
Safety and Security
Both AirBnB and its competitors function as a place to stay over
night. With that comes a hefty expectation for the most diligent
safety and security measures.

POINTS OF DIFFERENCE
Additional Services
These further support the intermediary service and facilitate trust.
Among other things, it provides a photography service, an option
for civil liability insurance and provides the hosts with a tool to
estimate the rental price. (Van Acker, 2020)
Hosts
Are in full control of availability, rates, House Rules and how they
interact with guests. Cover every booking with $1M USD in
property damage protection and another $1M USD in insurance
against accidents.(AirBnB, 2020)
Living Like a Local
Airbnb guests live in homes in the places they are visiting. To live
like a local has a great appeal for those looking for the full
experience.
The Journey and Excitement
Often arriving can be a bit of an adventure. Navigating to the
location, finding the keylock and door can exciting.
A “home away from home.”
The apartment, house, boat, or whatever it is you stay in will surely
have a much homely vibe, with local elements designed by a local
owner.
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MANTRA- "BELONG ANYWHERE"

'Belo'
Logo
"Belonging has always been a
fundamental driver of humankind.
So to represent that feeling, we’ve
created a symbol for us as a
community. It’s an iconic mark for
our windows, our doors, and our
shared values. It’s a symbol that,
like us, can belong wherever it
happens to be" (AirBnB, 2014)

Belong
Anywhere

"For so long, people thought
Airbnb was about renting
houses. But really, we’re
about home. You see, a house
is just a space, but a home is
where you belong”, (AirBnB,
2014)

4 Core
Values
1. Be a Host- Airbnb encourages
people to care for others
2. Champion the Mission- It not
only want to build a positive
relationship with its users, but
also their communities.
3. Entrepreneurship- Airbnb,
wants to champion
resourcefulness and originality.
4.
Adventure- The company
encourages embracing the
journey and growing towards
goals.

Colour
r
The primary color scheme is
coral red and white. Red,
possibly, representing the love
between hosts and guests
through the sharing economy
and how guests feel upon arrival.
White, possibly, representing the
security and cleanliness the
company wants every guest to
experience during their stay.
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PERCEPTUAL MAP
Perceptions of customers about novelty and price of AirBnB
brand, product, service, or idea.
High Novelty

Cheap

Expensive

Low Novelty
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BRAND ELEMENTS

1.4

And Criteria
Brand Name

Logo and symbol (hese are the same)
It is simple and memorable, and was also
trending on Twitter for a long period of time.
Easy to draw and recreate.

Spokespeople (Influencers,
Mariah Carey and Beyonce)

By leveraging recognisable celebrities and
influencers, they generate brand awareness
among mass audiences

Memorable

The brand name is simple and uses initialisms,
making it easier to recall and remember

Meaningful

Communicates info on the product category
and offering with 'bnb' but there offering is
much more than this eg experiences.

It is a combination of four symbols: a head to
represent people, a location icon to represent
place, a heart for love and then an A for
Airbnb.

Using celebs for luxury stays communicates
information about the
nature of the product category.

Could be difficult to pronounce/understand
because it is not spelled using capitalssounds like BNB but spelled bnb

Many jokes arised on the internet at the logo's
expense and it gained backlash on social
media (BBC, 2014)

Celebs used can be said to be aesthetically
pleasing through their looks and are likeable
to many.

The initialism BnB is not used in non English
speaking countries which can confuse
meaning when transferred.

It is abstract in nature and the combination
use of symbols within makes it transferrable
across cultures.

Using rich celebs only add to the brand equity
of luxury stays and not the cheaper ones.

Adaptable

The name has not adapted to offerings- they
are not only a bnb service but offer a variety of
other things.

The rebrand was more modern, abstract
making it more adaptable. It adapted to the
expansion of the company.

Use of celebs can change in response to
consume values, attitudes and changing
preferences depending on TA

Protectable

The name is trademarked to protect from
copyright infringements- previous example is
Hairbnb

There was criticism that the logo had been
"stolen" (BBC, 2014) and Sears have one very
similar (Busienss Insider,2019)

Celebrity endorsement contracts protect the
company by often stating they cannot work
with competitors.

Likeable
Transferable
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BRAND ELEMENTS
And Criteria
Slogan (Belong Anywhere)

Memorable
Meaningful
Likeable

It is simple, so more memorable but does not communicate
information about the product category
Suggest something about the service attributes of the
company and how it makes consumers feel.

It is likable verbally and easy to pronounce. Also has a
community and family feel which is good for the brand image.

Packaging (welcome packages by
hosts)
All hosts provide the essentials, but the company urge hosts to
make their stays more memorable by offering more to guests
(Airbnb, 2014)
Welcome packs can communicate information about the
nature of the individual stay and its attributes.

Guests love welcome packs (Airbnb, 2014) and feel how personal
the offering is. Can be aesthetically appealing, fun and interesting
which can make it memorable, meaningful and likable

Adds to brand equity across geographic boundaries and add to
the brand equity of new products due to unspecific nature.

It adds to the brand equity of new products for a brand because it
can be done at a basic or advanced level across all boundaries eg
Airbnb Luxe

Adaptable

It has adapted to the companies change in values across time
as Airbnb transformed into something bigger and more
meaningful.

Can be adapted by the hosts to be more relevant and personalised
depending on the guest and type of service/home/stay.

Protectable

Airbnb was granted a trademark for the tagline in October 2014,
but this was subsequently challenged by Telstra (Ramli, 2015)

Transferable

Not protectable as hospitality industry has been doing it for decades and
competitors can create a derivative based on this.
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1.5

PRODUCT

An accommodation

A platform uniting

booking agent (Al-

service providers and

Saad, 2019)

guests (Dudovskiy,
2019)

Provides local
experiences to
consumers hosted by
locals themselves (Al-

Provides a large variety
of unique housing to
guests (Al-Saad, 2019)

Saad, 2019)
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PRICE
LARGE RANGE

FLEXIBILITY

In prices between

Hosts have the flexibility
to choose the price of

accomodation to provide

their listings, but Airbnb

for a variety of guests

also offer a service that

needs and abilities

recommends a price.

CHEAPER THAN
COMPETITORS

ECONOMIC
PRICING

Although service fee and

Considered the most

tax is paid by customers,

affordable option for
many consumers (AlSaad, 2019)

the price is still cheaper
(Statista, 2018)

than a hotel.
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PLACE

34

100K+

220

Airbnb has offices in 34

Cities with Airbnb listings

Countries with Airbnb

cities worldwide.

worldwide

listings

7m+
Listings altogether
worldwide
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DISTRIBUTION
The main distribution methods are:

Their website:

Their app:
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DIFFERENTIATION

"Don't go there, live there"

Airbnb Plus

Not only does it often offer
cheaper accommodation but it
offers the opportunity to go and
live like a local. Customers can
meet locals, discover places that
are typically non-touristy, while
still feeling at home

An invite-only program that
recognizes top hosts and places
to stay on Airbnb. Many
Superhosts are in the Airbnb Plus
program and Plus hosts are
expected to maintain Superhostlevel standards of hospitality.
There is a 4.8+ average overall
rating over the past year.
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IMC STRATEGY
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1.6

BRAND VALUE
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2.1

CUSTOMER REVIEWS

From a generalised perspective there is a high levelThe
of brand
awareness amongst consumers - people consistently see the brand as
Brief
a unique alternative to traditional forms of accommodation.

Benefits

Reviews outline that benefits of pricing, flexibility and convenience are common points of
difference

The App

There are patterns in reviews of people highlighting a common likability of the apps flexibility
and service- both hosts and those staying can receive refunds for issues or cancellations if not
satisfied

Belonging

There is a high deal of knowledge of the brands ability to look after and service its customers
(both hosts and stayees) which could be considered to create consistency in messaging of their
“belonging” and “feeling at home” brand concepts

These reviews show that their is a knowledge of the brand consistency within customer reviews. This may contribute to
strengthening of the brand equity.
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CONSUMER SURVEY REPORTS
From a survey of 2,000 participants (Consumer Reports Organisation, 2017)

92%

of Consumers said they would use Airbnb again (Brand Preference)

70%

of people use Airbnb as an alternative to hotels to save money

58%

of people use Airbnb to have a unique accomodation stay

53%

of people use Airbnb to have a access to facilities such as a kitchen

Airbnb offer the largest amount of Properties when compared to its competitors- (Tripadvisor
and Homeaway) and have a huge Host Network
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Overall - high awareness shown through:
16 million likes and follows on Facebook
4.7 Million followers on Instagram
Nearly 800K followers on TwitterHigh level of engagement on each post, with community interest in ‘Super host’s’ and their
amazing homes and locations.
Brand is seen in the public eye on a large scale.

Recent Issue
Recently consumers are vocalising their issues with Airbnb’s refunding policy in light of the
Covid- 19 pandemic, highlighting a lack of Brand consistency in their community and
messaging of “belongingness”. People feel betrayed by the brand's lack of empathy for
people during the pandemic.
A negative brand awareness is arising around this issue - with hundreds if not thousands of
posts with people complaining about their lack of brand integrity.
Without an effective PR campaign, this consumer uprise could have a major impact on the
brand image- creating the wrong form of awareness.
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NEWSPAPER ARTICLES
Over the last few years

High coverage of Airbnb's growth as a company, their success in rebranding, and community responses.
“Airbnb is making the move from being a technological brand to a lifestyle brand and this has the potential to
really push the company forward to the next level. The fact that the “Bélo” symbol was imagined according to
the ideas of people, place, love and the brand is very clever” - BBC NEWS (Kelion, 2014)
“changing the way people travel and experience travel destinations, Airbnb boasts over 4-million listed
properties in over 65,000 cities across the world.” Huffington Post (Nhlapo, 2018)
Recently

Journalists are uncovering the inherent issues faced by Airbnb in associated to the Covid-19 pandemic, and
the way they are handling the situation. This could possibly impact the brand personality- with actions
compromising their brand values.
“Airbnb has become the latest business to turn off the taps at its marketing division as the impact from the
ongoing coronavirus crisis continues to wreak havoc on its operations.” - The drum (Glenday, 2020)
“Airbnb hosts are upset that the company is refunding travelers but not covering hosts’ costs” - CNBC
(Rodrigues, 2020)
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2.2

BRAND ASSOCIATIONS
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ZMET TECHNIQUE
The brands strongest associations are to Qantas, Uber and The Olympics:

- Each of these associations hold commonalities to the concept of Unity, and Belonging; being apart of a
greater community.
- This may elicit interconnected constructs that influence thoughts and behaviours towards the brand revolving around affiliations with a global sharing community, belonging to a community and culture.
Airbnb could be considered a metaphor for belonging and connection:

-The brand itself at its core is about connecting people around the world, to share and experience different
and unique forms of culture and living.
Thoughts and feelings:

-Brand represents thoughts and feelings that revolve around homeliness, safety, belonging and travel
-Emotional connection to the notion of a ‘Global Family’ - having something to rely on when your community
are miles away.
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2.3

BRAND RESONANCE
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3.1

SWOT ANALYSIS
Of Airbnb

Strengths

Weaknesses
Lack of brand flexibility in light of covid pandemic
Inability to control service delivery
Brand relies on the quality of its hosts - this cannot be standardised nor
controlled

Well established within the global community (recognised and used internationally)
Strong product mix (good variety in options)Strong/clear
Brand elements - communicated through: Brand Name, Logo and spokespeople
Unique Position-- considered as a high novelty brand - on the cheaper end of
scale Strong IMC Strategy (good digital presence - host stories, recommended
experiences)
High level of consumer awareness
Strong brand associations within travel industry “home away from home concept”
Emotional communication strategy - thoughts and feelings of stay

Hosts reflect the values of AirBnb- if poor /brand is poor = negative associations

No other product diversification outsider of accomodation market meaning if people can’t travel their brand fails

S

Threats

Opportunities
Opportunities for growth in industry- for next year with a forecasted
Travel Boom
Opportunities in creating new product extensions in sharing
economy - e.g Airbnb eats - ride sharing- carpark rental etc.
Opportunities to revitalise brand off the back of Covid - change
Public sentiment (PR campaign)
Potential for Gov. support to incentivise travel- meaning companies
like AirBnb might be given stimulus
invest in growing/repositioning brand

T

Pandemic situations becoming more prevalent (frequent) - impacting
the usability of their main product offering Negative public sentiment towards way brand has handled refunds policy - poor image for the
brand
Gov. regulations on sharing housing- due to pandemic
Legal Issues regarding Leasing Laws- Airbnb brand facing legal
disputes globally
Competiton- Possibility for a new brand to enter the same market with same/ if not better offering and positioning
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KEY BRAND CHALLENGES

1

Airbnb is seen as a brand that sells local culture, while
simultaneously diluting it. For example, the rise of Airbnb in
Paris has caused a lack of housing for locals (French, 2015)

2

Safety is a necessary POP within all accommodation services
yet there have been many instances where safety has been
threatened- impacting their image

3

‘Airbnb Hell’ is a website where guests share their
negative experiences, with topics such as illegal
rentings and even incidents of death.

4

Legal challenges in rentals across many cities has
threatened the validity of the service and its
procedures.

5

Keeping the meaning of the brand consistent while
expanding into a variety of markets eg luxury stays

6

There is little contact with the Airbnb brand aside from
the app itself- consumers can disassociate their stay
from the company (little reinforcement)
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3.2

RECOMMENDATIONS: BRAND EXTENSIONS

Allows local culture to be celebrated in a way that doesn’t impact local housing
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic it’s clear that the Airbnb Brand needs to be revitalised
Product offering could be made obsolete with global health challenges in the future so this expands their
Value Proposition to allow people to share local food experiences
Locals could cook for travellers or take them out to the best local restaurants - to give them a ‘taste’ of
the culture
Could be a chance to collaborate with UBER eats, Deliveroo services - Increase and leverage positive
brand associations - navigates around the COVID-19 issue
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RECOMMENDATIONS: BRAND EXTENSIONS

A common issue travellers have is finding a park in the local area, especially if their
accomodation is an apartment or flats.
Extend to offer/share locals driveways/ parking areas in exchange for money
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RECOMMENDATIONS: COMMUNICATION
New Marketing Strategy

Required to maintain and increase consumer awareness of the brand before the forecasted travel
boom in 2021
Digital marketing focused - a video advert series to inspire and excite travel- pushing “authentic
and local
Guests will share and watch videos posted by other guests who have been at the same stay as well
as 'Welcome' videos from hosts who are not there in person
PR Campaign

Focused at remunerating and maintaining the public sentiment towards the Brand - to fix the
neagtive stigma created that has developed around the refunds policy, while also adressing the
'Airbnb Hell' website
Responding to negative criticism on this 3rd party website with potential discounts given for the
next stay to those impacted.
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RECOMMENDATIONS: AIRBNB CARE PACKAGE

Airbnb should implement small care packages to
increase the reinforcement of the company. There is
little connection between Airbnb and consumer after
the booking is complete, therefore giving a small care
package with a welcome card and branded goods will
help bridge the connection between the experience
and the brand. These items could be:
Airbnb toothbrush
Pen
Water bottles
Small planner for their trip
Colouring book (if children)
Contact information if the stay is not as advertised
or if there is any problems
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